iPad

FindMyiPad

FileWave

appstore

AppleID/Yahoo, Gmail...

Safari, Lighspeed, Puffin Academy

iTunes

iCloud back up

EACS apps

1. The owner of the iPad will download FindMyiPad on their phone. If they lose their iPad, they can use FindMyiPad to track it.
2. They will log in to their AppleID on their phone, and it will locate the iPad.
3. They will then go to their phone and tap on FindMyiPad. It will show them the location of the iPad.
4. They can then use the map to find the iPad. If they are unable to find it, they can contact the school IT department.
5. If the iPad is lost, the owner will contact the IT department and make a report.

iPad Browser Apps

1. The owner of the iPad can use Safari, Lighspeed, or Puffin Academy to browse the internet.
2. They can also use the app store to download other browser apps.